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INTRODUCTION
Open skin wounds in mammals heal by scarring and 

wound contraction.1 Scarring produces tissue that is stiff 
with an irregular contour and color. Contraction results 
in a ratcheting effect of the extracellular matrix within 

tissues that limits mobility around joints. For severe burn 
patients, advances in the 1960s and 1970s improved sur-
vival rates, but left patients with heavy scars and contrac-
tures. Allografts from other donors worked temporarily 
but would induce an intense rejection response within 2 
weeks.2 John F. Burke, a pioneer in early excision and graft-
ing of burn injuries, realized that the scarring and con-
traction pathophysiology were related to the dermis. Dr. 
Burke collaborated with Yannas, at Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, to develop a polymeric dermal regenera-
tion template (DRT; Integra LifeSciences Corporation), 
designed to recreate a histologic and functional dermis 
following repopulation of the scaffold with cells,3,4 which 
is subsequently degraded.5
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Background: Dermal scaffolds have created a paradigm shift for burn and wound 
management by providing improved healing and less scarring, while improving 
cosmesis and functionality. Dermal regeneration template (DRT) is a bilayer mem-
brane for dermal regeneration developed by Yannas and Burke in the 1980s. The 
aim of this review is to summarize clinical evidence for dermal scaffolds focusing 
on DRT for the management and reconstruction of burn injuries and complex 
wounds.
Methods: A comprehensive search of PubMed was performed from the start of 
indexing through November 2022. Articles reporting on DRT use in patients with 
burns, limb salvage, and wound reconstruction were included with focus on high-
level clinical evidence.
Results: DRT has become an established alternative option for the treatment of 
full-thickness and deep partial-thickness burns, with improved outcomes in areas 
where cosmesis and functionality are important. In the management of diabetic 
foot ulcers, use of DRT is associated with high rates of complete wound healing 
with a low risk of adverse outcomes. DRT has been successfully used in traumatic 
and surgical wounds, showing particular benefit in deep wounds and in the recon-
struction of numerous anatomical sites.
Conclusions: Considerable clinical experience has accrued with the use of DRT 
beyond its original application for thermal injury. A growing body of evidence 
from clinical studies reports the successful use of DRT to improve clinical out-
comes and quality of life across clinical indications at a number of anatomical sites. 
(Plast Reconstr Surg Glob Open 2024; 12:e5674; doi: 10.1097/GOX.0000000000005674; 
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DRT is a bioengineered bilayer system consisting of 
two components: (1) a dermal analog of cross-linked 
bovine type I collagen and chondroitin-6-sulfate that per-
mits the migration of fibroblasts, macrophages, and lym-
phocytes, and capillary ingrowth; and (2) an epidermal 
analog of a thin silicone elastomer.4,5 After application of 
DRT, the neodermis typically matures and revascularizes 
in approximately 2–3 weeks, after which the silicone layer 
is removed, and an epidermal autograft, a split-thickness 
skin graft, is applied to close the wound.3,4 DRT has been 
used in combination with negative-pressure wound ther-
apy (NPWT).6,7

Originally developed for the postexcisional treat-
ment of life-threatening (full-thickness or deep partial-
thickness) thermal injuries in which autograft is limited,8 
DRT use has expanded over the years to reconstructive 
surgery.9,10 The clinical outcomes and safety of DRT in 
acute and reconstructed burns was recently reviewed 
and the results demonstrated improved cosmesis and 
functional outcomes in the majority of patients across 
a wide range of anatomic sites (Table 1).11 This review 
summarizes the clinical evidence of the most common 
uses of DRT.

METHODS
A literature search was conducted in PubMed to 

identify studies evaluating the use of DRT in burns, 
limb salvage, wound reconstruction, and trauma from 
the start of indexing through November 2022. Search 
terms of “dermal template” or “dermal regeneration 
template” or “dermal regeneration” or “bovine collagen 
matrix” or “bilayer wound matrix” were used. Identified 
articles were reviewed and selected based on quality of 
evidence. The focus was on high-level clinical evidence 
[ie, randomized controlled trials (RCTs)], although 
supporting data from lower-level studies, such as obser-
vational, retrospective, or real-world experience, are 
also included.

RESULTS

Burn Injuries
DRT has become a well-established adjunct to autolo-

gous split-thickness skin graft for the treatment of full- and 
deep partial-thickness burn injuries based on the results 
of RCTs and large nonrandomized studies. An early mul-
ticenter RCT compared DRT to conventional procedures 
(ie meshed autograft, allograft, xenograft, synthetic dress-
ing) in 106 adults and children hospitalized with extensive 
flame or scald burns considered to be life-threatening.12 
The median take rate of the matrix was significantly lower 
in the DRT group versus all controls (80% versus 95%); 
however, the DRT take rate was similar to that seen for 
all nonautograft controls. Donor thickness was signifi-
cantly lower (0.006 versus 0.013 inch) and donor sites 
healed significantly faster (10 versus 14 days;) in the DRT 
group versus controls.12 Further, on long-term evalua-
tion, patients and physicians preferred DRT over control 
graft.12 Nonrandomized trials have shown DRT to be asso-
ciated with a high take rate and with restoration of normal 
function in acute burns.11,13,14

There are limited data comparing DRT with other der-
mal matrices, and many of the studies are underpowered. 
A retrospective study at a regional burn center compar-
ing DRT with a single-layer collagen-elastin dermal matrix 
(CEDM; MedSkin Solutions Dr. Suwelack) found a similar 
take rate for both devices.15 Patients treated with DRT had 
significantly larger burn wounds compared with those who 
received CEDM. CEDM was associated with shorter heal-
ing times and length of stay, but this may be related to the 
larger burn size of the DRT group. The authors concluded 
that DRT is useful in large burns with limited donor sites.

An RCT in 24 patients with restricted mobility due 
to deep partial- or full-thickness burns compared DRT 
with CEDM.16 Patients treated with DRT had significantly 
greater improvement in mobility, retraction rate (ie, 
secondary contraction), and skin quality. The degree of 
mobility improved more significantly in the DRT group as 
measured by movement improvement rates.16 Retraction 
was significantly smaller in the DRT group from 3 months 
postsurgery through 12 months. Finally, DRT showed sig-
nificant improvements from baseline in skin quality, as 

Takeaways
Question: Have dermal scaffolds changed burn and 
wound management since their development 40 years 
ago?

Findings: Dermal regeneration templates have become an 
established alternative option for the management of full- 
and deep partial-thickness burns, diabetic foot ulcers, and 
traumatic and surgical wounds with improved outcomes 
in areas where cosmesis and functionality are important.

Meaning: A growing body of evidence from clinical stud-
ies demonstrates the successful use of dermal regenera-
tion templates to improve clinical outcomes and quality 
of life across indications at a number of anatomical sites.

Table 1. Anatomic Sites of Use of DRT for Acute Burns and 
Burn Reconstruction (Frequency Based on a Review of 72 
Studies and 561 Treated Sites)11

Anatomical Location Acute Burn, % Reconstruction, % 

Abdomen 5.1 9.2
Axilla 0.5 13.6
Back 2.3 0.9
Breast NR 5.8
Chest 11.6 9
Face/head 23.7 2
Groin 1.9 1.4
Hand/wrist 20.5 14.7
Iliac crest 0.5 NR
Lower extremities 20.5 13.9
Mouth/lip/oral 0.5 0.9
Neck 1.4 17.9
Upper extremities 11.6 10.7
NR, not reported.
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measured by the Vancouver Scar Scale, from presurgery 
to 1-, 3-, 6-, and 12-months postsurgery, with a significant 
between-group difference at 12 months.16

Retrospective and observational studies have shown 
improved outcomes with the use of DRT in areas where 
cosmesis and functionality are important. An analysis 
of 13 severely burned patients undergoing reconstruc-
tive surgery of their upper extremities found that use 
of DRT was associated with increased range of motion 
(ROM) and improved skin quality compared with preop-
erative assessments.17 ROM improvements were seen in 
elbow (10–50 degrees), wrist (20–45 degrees), axilla (40–
90 degrees), and forearm (30 degrees) extension. A signif-
icant improvement in postoperative Vancouver Scar Scale 
from presurgery was also observed. In a series of 20 burn 
patients undergoing reconstructive surgery, DRT was asso-
ciated with a 72% improvement from baseline in ROM,18 
and a retrospective analysis of 89 consecutive contracture 
release procedures found DRT was associated with signifi-
cant improvement or maximal range ROM, by physicians, 
at 76% of release sites.19 Similarly, among 11 patients 
with deep hand burns, treatment with DRT resulted in 
improvements in cosmetic appearance and functionality, 
with statistically significant improvements from baseline 
observed in thumb opposition score, fingertip-to-palm 
distance, and prehensile score from pretreatment.13

An RCT, conducted in pediatric patients, compared 
DRT with standard autograft/allograft technique in 20 
children with severe burns of 50% or more TBSA or full-
thickness burns of 40% or more TBSA.20 DRT was asso-
ciated with significantly better short-term (eg, decreased 
resting energy expenditure and increased levels of serum 
constitutive proteins) and long-term outcomes (eg, 
increased bone mineral density, and improved scarring). 
A retrospective cross-sectional study of 44 pediatric burn 
patients found that the use of DRT in combination with 
NPWT improved take rate (>99% versus 85%) versus DRT 
alone.21

DRT seems to be associated with a low rate of clinically 
meaningful complications. Vana et al in an RCT reported 
no intra- or postoperative complications (eg, infection, 
hematomas, blisters, seromas).16 In a systematic review 
of DRT-based reconstruction, the incidence of infectious 
complications in burn reconstructions was 18.1%, with the 
vast majority being superficial.22 Having a clean wound 
before applying DRT and adherence to strict infection 
control measures are required to avoid wound contamina-
tion during and after surgery.22

The data show that DRT provides a valuable treatment 
option with a low rate of infectious complications in adult 
and pediatric patients with extensive burns who have inad-
equate donor skin available for immediate autografting. 
Compared with other dermal matrices, DRT is associated 
with improved cosmesis and functionality, less retraction, 
and increased ROM. It is particularly well-suited for recon-
struction in large burn sites.

Limb Salvage
Patients with exposed bone, joints, and tendons are at 

risk for amputation. Treatment options for such patients 

include partial/full-thickness skin grafts, local rotation 
flaps, pedicle advancement flaps, tissue expansion, and 
free vascular pedicle flaps.23 Data show that DRT has the 
potential to decrease amputations through a reduced 
risk of infection due to early dermal coverage of exposed 
bone, tendons, and joints.23 The majority of studies evalu-
ating limb salvage with DRT are in patients with diabetic 
foot ulcers. In a multicenter RCT, DRT was compared with 
standard of care in 307 adults with full-thickness diabetic 
foot ulcers. (See table, Supplemental Digital Content 
1, which displays the summary of RCTs evaluating DRT. 
http://links.lww.com/PRSGO/D107).24 DRT was associ-
ated with increased rate of complete ulcer closure (51% 
versus 32%), reduced time to complete closure (43 days 
versus 78 days), increased rate of reduction in wound size 
(7.2% versus 4.8% per week), and improved quality of 
life versus standard of care.24 In addition, DRT was asso-
ciated with fewer moderate (31.8% versus 42.5%) and 
severe (15.6% versus 26.8%) adverse events compared 
with the control group.24 A prospective, single-center data-
base study in 85 patients with DFU, most of whom were 
at high risk of amputation (25%–50% predicted risk), 
reported that DRT was associated with good wound heal-
ing and limb salvage outcomes.25 The rate of successful 
wound granulation was 66.7%, the mean time to complete 
wound healing was 198 days, and major amputation was 
required in 11.2% of wounds.25 Another prospective study 
of 11 patients with DFU reported complete closure seen 
as early as 4 weeks (mean time 7.4 weeks).26 In a retrospec-
tive study of 30 patients with DFU who underwent surgical 
debridement and used DRT to cover exposed tendon and 
bone, complete wound healing occurred in 26 patients 
(87%) with an average healing time of 74 days.27 Four 
patients required a more proximal amputation, but no 
patient underwent major amputation. Similarly, among 26 
diabetic patients who achieved complete wound healing 
of no-option critical limb ischemia, DRT (n = 13) was asso-
ciated with faster healing time (84 versus 140 days) and a 
lack of major amputations (0 versus 15%) compared with 
a control group (n = 13) not receiving a dermal matrix.28

For patients with DFU, DRT is associated with 
improved wound closure, a low rate of amputation, and 
improved quality of life. There are limited data on limb 
salvage in other patient groups. In a prospective registry 
of 44 patients with wounds involving complex soft tissue 
loss who received multiple layers of DRT, DRT was associ-
ated with a statistically significant lower rate of amputation 
(5.7% versus 31.5%) compared with matched controls.23

Reconstruction after Trauma or Oncologic Excision
Options for reconstruction surgery include skin graft-

ing, locoregional flaps, staged tissue expansion, and vascu-
larized tissue transfer.29,30 DRT has been used in a variety 
of reconstruction applications (eg, oncology, trauma) and 
anatomical sites (eg, extremities, scalp, facial). In a retro-
spective study of 302 patients who underwent reconstruc-
tion following skin cancer excision at any site, 88.9% of 
patients had successful DRT take (defined as attachment 
within 21 days after surgery without infection, hematoma, 
or dermal matrix dehydration) with success observed at 

http://links.lww.com/PRSGO/D107
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all tumor sites (ie, upper limbs, trunk, face, scalp, lower 
limbs).31 Complication rates were generally low, with infec-
tion being the most common (9.9%).

Extremities
In an early RCT, fibrin glue-anchored DRT plus post-

operative NPWT was compared with conventional DRT 
therapy for reconstruction of acute and chronic wounds 
of the extremities in 12 patients, six of which were trau-
matic.32 DRT in combination with fibrin glue and NPWT 
was associated with a higher take rate (98% versus 78%) 
and shorter time between coverage and skin transplanta-
tion (10 versus 24 days) compared with conventional DRT. 
There are limited data comparing DRT with other dermal 
matrices in trauma surgery, and these studies are small 
and underpowered. An RCT compared long-term out-
comes with DRT versus another bilayer matrix composed 
of bovine collagen type I, bovine bilayer matrix (bBLM, 
Symatese), in 30 patients with posttraumatic limb wounds 
without tendon or bone exposure.33 There were no statisti-
cally significant differences in healing time, pain-related 
visual analog scale scores, self-estimation at complete 
healing, short-term scar scores, and re-epithelialization 
between groups. The bBLM was associated with better scar 
scores at 3-year follow-up. In a prospective observational 
study over 1 year, DRT was compared with a bilayer matrix 
derived from porcine tendon, porcine bilayer matrix 
(pBLM, TheraGenesis), in 71 patients with partial- and 
full-thickness posttraumatic wounds and postiatrogenic 
cutaneous defects, primarily of the extremities.34 Both 
scaffolds were associated with renewed collagen and revas-
cularization. The pBLM was associated with improved 
Vancouver Scar Scale score and an increase in contrac-
tion, whereas DRT was associated with a greater reduc-
tion in wound surface area and shorter healing time for 
wounds more than 1.5 cm deep. The authors concluded 
that both dermal matrices were effective, but preferred 
pBLM for superficial wounds and DRT for deep wounds.

A retrospective analysis was conducted in 501 patients 
with complex lower extremity reconstruction receiving 
DRT, local tissue rearrangement, or free flap reconstruc-
tion.35 The 180-day graft success rate was 69.2%, 91.3%, 
and 93.3% in the three groups, respectively. A case control 
study from multiple hospitals evaluated reconstruction of 
lower extremity in 147 patients with 191 wounds man-
aged using DRT.36 Overall, 70% of wounds healed success-
fully with failure rates for DRT at 60, 120, and 180 days of 
19%, 25%, and 30%, respectively. Comparison of success-
ful versus unsuccessful procedures found that successful 
reconstruction was associated with improved outcomes 
(decreased complications, amputations) and decreased 
costs. The use of DRT for tendon coverage was prospec-
tively assessed in 42 patients with exposed tendons due to 
trauma, cancer excision, or chronic wounds.37 DRT was 
associated with a take rate of 93%, and the average ROM 
was 91% that of the contralateral side. In a retrospective 
review of 10 patients (nine of whose wounds extended to 
the bone and/or tendon) with reconstruction of degloving 
injury, DRT followed by split-thickness autografts was asso-
ciated with complete take of the matrix in nine patients 

with excellent cosmesis and functional outcomes.38 Other 
small studies have reported the successful use of DRT and 
recovery of function after reconstruction of traumatic 
hand/digit injury39–41 and foot/ankle injury.42

Scalp
Numerous retrospective studies have evaluated the 

use of DRT for scalp wound reconstruction, primarily 
after tumor excision.43–49 Among 58 patients with 68 full-
thickness scalp defects and exposed bone, no local recur-
rences of the primary tumor occurred after long-term 
follow-up. In addition, the postsurgical complication rate 
was low (13%), primarily consisting of template necrosis 
and infection with no reports of bleeding, hematoma, 
scar strands, or keloids.43 In another study of 102 patients 
who underwent scalp tumor resection, the average skin 
graft take rate was 94.5% in full-thickness wounds and 
99.5% in partial-thickness wounds.47 Among those who 
received NPWT as supportive therapy (40.2% of cases), 
healing rates were higher after adjustment for the use of 
preoperative radiotherapy and other clinical factors. In a 
comparison of DRT versus flap surgery in 35 patients who 
had scalp defects with bone exposure, both treatments led 
to good healing.49 A cost analysis reported that DRT was 
associated with lower costs for lesions more than 100 cm2 
compared with flap surgery.

A few small studies have described the use of DRT in 
reconstruction of the orbital socket.50–52 Overall, DRT was 
associated with rapid epithelialization and a low incidence 
of complications. In a report involving 10 patients, the 
mean granulation time of the cavity was 3.3 weeks.50

Radial Forearm Donor Sites
Several case series have described the successful use 

of DRT in radial forearm donor sites with rapid healing 
(4–6 weeks), excellent cosmetic outcomes, minimal scar 
contracture, and few complications.53–55 Additional, larger-
scale studies will be needed to evaluate the utility of DRT 
in this procedure.

Overall Conclusions for Reconstruction
These studies show that DRT has been associated with 

successful reconstruction outcomes at multiple anatomi-
cal sites after trauma, in patients with skin cancer, and in 
patients needing scalp wound reconstruction after tumor 
excision. A consensus report from a multidisciplinary advi-
sory board of dermatologists and plastic surgeons noted 
that DRT is particularly useful for older patients with 
comorbidities and in the reconstruction of large and com-
plex scalp wounds.30

DISCUSSION
Over the years, dermal scaffolds have been sourced 

from decellularized tissues, processed biological mate-
rials (semisynthetic), and totally synthetic materials. 
Decellularized scaffolds have the advantage of having 
many natural bio-molecules but have the disadvantages of 
needing to be tested for communicable diseases and with 
a higher probability of product variation. Semi-synthetic 
scaffolds can be manufactured preserving many biological 
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functions with intermediate production costs. Synthetic 
scaffolds can be produced with high reproducibility but 
may not have the activity of biologically-derived materials. 
Among those, a decellularized dermal component from 
fresh human allograft, without epidermis and dermal 
cells with no or little antigenicity (LifeCell Corp.), has 
been successfully used in burns in small cases series.56–58 
A synthetic polyurethane dermal matrix composed of 
wound-facing biodegradable foam bonded to a non- 
biodegradable transparent sealing membrane (PolyNovo, 
Inc.) has been successfully used to reconstruct complex 
wounds with a range of etiologies, including deep dermal 
and full-thickness burns, necrotizing fasciitis and free flap 
donor site.59–62 Current literature reviews highlighted the 
fact that the clinical utility of dermal matrices is evolving 
across a broad range of applications, and more research is 
needed to determine which matrix has the best outcome 
for each clinical scenario.63,64

DRT has led to considerable improvements in the 
ability to achieve successful and durable wound closure 
and reconstruction after severe burn injuries and com-
plex wounds (See table, Supplemental Digital Content 2, 
which displays summary of findings associated with DRT 
by surgery type. http://links.lww.com/PRSGO/D108).65 
Some of the advantages of DRT in reconstruction include 
(1) readily available “off-the-shelf” dermal regeneration 
method; (2) absence of native tissue loss if an initial appli-
cation fails or needs to be revised; (3) simplicity and reli-
ability of the technique; (4) ability to contour restoration; 
and (5) avoidance of donor site morbidity and scars.5,42

LIMITATIONS
Our study has several limitations. The literature on 

DRT has few RCTs and large case series. We conducted a 
retrospective search with a set of keywords, and included 
high-level clinical evidence, (ie, RCTs) and supporting 
data from lower-level studies rather than perform a formal 
systematic review, with a PRISMA flow chart and defined 
inclusion and exclusion criteria, with the caveat of select-
ing qualitative studies. As a result, the article is inherently 
biased for reports of positive outcomes for DRT with a 
relatively brief description of complications and other 
side effects associated with the technology. The retrospec-
tive nature of our search may have led us to omit relevant 
clinical data. The use of DRT is not without limitations. 
Among those are (1) the necessity of two operations for 
large areas, (2) the time to closure, (3) the cost of the 
product, and (4) the risks of infection under the silicone 
layer. This latter highlights the importance of meticulous 
preparation and of having a clean wound before applying 
DRT, as DRT is more susceptible to breakdown than an 
autologous skin graft if there is contamination or infec-
tion.66 Post-debridement cultures can be very useful in 
reducing this risk.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Stem cell therapy offers new opportunities for the 

treatment of burns and complex wounds.67,68 Initial inves-
tigations over 40 years ago showed a partial regeneration 

of skin when cells were added.4 In full-thickness wounds, it 
is necessary to have an appropriate dermal replacement to 
avoid scarring and contraction of wounds. Dermal matri-
ces and skin substitutes can either induce scar or a regen-
erative response depending on how they are applied.5,68 
Studies have reported loss of sensitivity, impaired pig-
mentation, and absence of adnexal structures in patients 
treated with DRT and dermal matrices.18,68–71 Hence, com-
bining the use of a dermal matrix with stem cells for the 
treatment of burns and wounds may lead to improved 
healing and tissue regeneration, and the restoration of 
skin appendages and nerves.67,72 Pre-clinical studies, clini-
cal studies, and clinical trials have reported and validated 
the use of various types of stem cells incorporated into 
DRT for wound healing.73,74 Additional studies will aim 
particularly at determining the source, dose, timing and 
method of stem cells to be used, and the efficacy and 
safety of such procedures.

CONCLUSIONS
Clinical experience and evidence for the use of DRT 

in a variety of indications has accumulated since its origi-
nal application for thermal injuries. Long-term results of 
a range of clinical studies and data from real-world use 
have shown that DRT is associated with improved func-
tional, quality of life, and cosmetic outcomes without high 
complication rates across indications, such as burn, limb 
salvage, wound reconstruction after trauma or oncologic 
excision. The field of dermal matrices is evolving, and 
more research is needed to determine which matrix has 
the best outcome for each clinical scenario. Future stud-
ies will aim at generating clinical studies with high levels 
of evidence. Future directions will involve stem cell-based 
therapies in combination with dermal matrices.

Addendum
The purpose of this article is to review the published 

literature on DRT. Clinicians should consider the prod-
uct labeling in their respective jurisdictions before using 
DRT products. For example, only some DRT products are 
indicated for use with NPWT, layering of DRT is not in 
accordance with the manufacturer’s indications for use, 
and anchoring fibrin glue to DRT products is not in accor-
dance with the manufacturer’s indications for use.
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